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A Message from Kayla

Firstly, I’d like to thank the Adventures community for making
Powermy return to work so welcoming. Transitioning back into my
Director’s chair and into life as a working mum has been so manageable through the incredible support shown by
everyone. This transition in my own life has encouraged me to reflect on the many transitions that children experience. I
share with you below some of my thoughts on how we can positively support children move through transitions they will
experience in their early years (some of these may even be useful for yourself)!
Transitions exist in that time and place where we move from one thing to another. We might re-visit what we transitioned
from, or we might never return to it. Transitions can involve physically relocating to a new environment, changing a task or
activity, or even moving your train of thought in another direction.
The rationale for the children as they begin the transition process is to help them build familiarity with routines, educators,
the room layout and play based experiences before a permanent position becomes available. Decisions that are made
at Adventures are always backed up by research. In this case, children’s experiences in the new setting and age group
will allow them to learn within a more advanced Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) (Vygotsky’s Theory). This essentially
means that their experiences and interactions with slightly older, “more skillful” peers are an important and effective way
of developing new skills or refining existing skills and social interactions.
Over the next few months, many children at Adventures will be making significant transitions as they move from home into
early education and care settings; within settings into different age groupings, with less familiar adults and new peers; and
some will be making the big move on to school. Transitions bring both opportunities and challenges and each child deals
with the changes in their own way.
Children are actively trying to make sense of what is happening in their lives. Shifting transition policies and practices from
‘doing things to children and families’ to an approach of ‘collaboration and consultation with children and families’
resonates with the vision of our Philosophy and The Early Years Learning Framework. Children and families’ sense of
belonging in a setting is strengthened by transition practices that respond to their individual interests, abilities and
strengths. Recognising children’s sense of being during the transition process means seeing the present time as valuable
while also implementing thoughtful, respectful and well-planned transition practices.
Tips for a smooth transitionHighlight the upside of transitions
❖ Pointing out the positive side of the transition can direct your child’s attention away from the change and onto
something that he likes or is happy about:
❖ See whether you can make transitions fun. For example, ‘Can you march like a soldier to the Preschool room?’
❖ Point out any good things your child can look forward to after the transition. For example, ‘If you have a great day
in the Preschool room maybe we can go to the park!’
❖ Praise your child for handling transitions well. Emphasise the positives of working together as a team.
Planning for transitions
The key is to set up a predictable routine. This is likely to help with transitions that happen every day. Children can accept
change better when they know it’s coming.
❖ Explain what’s happening to your child before you start the day or leave the house. Knowing what to expect will
help stop children – especially older children – from having unrealistic expectations.
❖ Find ways to help your child start changing activities. For example, ‘Let me help you get your bag packed before
we go to school’.
❖ Consider whether you need to teach your child a new skill to help him with transitions. For example, you might
need to teach your child to tie his shoelaces if he needs put on his shoes before going to the park.

Kayla
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Dates for the Diary
Monday 18th April – Easter Monday (Centre Closed)
Monday 21st March- Persian New Year
Monday 21st March- Harmony Day
Tuesday 29th March - School Photos – Day 1
Thursday 31st March - School Photos – Day 2
Tuesday 5th April – Investigators Easter Hat Parade
Friday 8th April - Navigators Easter Hat Parade
Friday 15th April – Good Friday (Centre Closed)

Saturday 25th April – ANZAC Day
Sunday 9th May – Mother’s Day
Monday 2nd – Friday 6th May – Book Week
Wednesday 4th May – World Asthma Day
Monday 13th June – Queen’s Birthday (Centre Closed)
Wednesday 29th June – NAIDOC Incursion
Monday 4th – Friday 8th July – NAIDOC Week

Congratulations to…

Nadine, Radwan, Jude and Oliver on the arrival of your
beautiful baby girl, Sylvia
Aaron, Jess, Kase and Kyra on the arrival of your
beautiful baby boy Aaron Jnr.
Victoria, Zijun and Aaron on the arrival of your
beautiful baby boy Aiden
Tony, Natasha, Jayden and Madison on the arrival of
beautiful baby boy Anthony
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Staff News
Welcome back Kayla
We hope you enjoyed your maternity leave with
your gorgeous bundles of joy – Hudson and Matilda!

Congratulations Elaine
Successfully completing your
Diploma in Leadership and Management

Staff Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mabel
Tessa
Mandy
Ella
Delaney
Brianna
Adana
Sunita
Nikki
Rochelle
Clementine
Elijah
Taylor

Master of Education
Bachelor of Education
Bachelor of Education
Bachelor of Education
Bachelor of Education
Bachelor of Psychology & Human Resources Management
Bachelor of Law
Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care
Diploma in Early Childhood Education and Care
Diploma in Leadership and Management
Diploma in Leadership and Management
Cert IV Small Business and Entrepreneurship
Certificate III Early Childhood Education and Care

Family News
Congratulations Rochelle and
Chris on the arrival of your
adorable baby boy, Zachary

Congratulations Jenna, Grahame,
Jacob, and Bella on the arrival of
your gorgeous little boy, Grayson
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Meet the Team!

Adventures Pennant Hills has a wonderful, enthusiastic, qualified and loving
team of educators and staff who we would love for you to get to know!

The Discoverers Team (6m- 2 years)

From left to right: Mabel, Eileen (Room Leader), Caterina

The Explorers Team (2 – 3 years)

From left to right: Nikki (Room Leader), Sunita, Taylor and Ashleigh
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The Investigators Team (3 – 4 years)

From left to right: Clementine (Room Leader), Anne and Jayde

The Navigators Team (4 – 5 years)

From left to right: Issy, Elaine and Tessa-Lee (Room Leader)
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The Office and Kitchen Team

From left to right: Katrina (Chef), Kayla (Director) and Mandy (A/Assistant
Director)

Our Fabulous Casual Staff

Ella

Adana

Delaney

Brianna

Elijah
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THANK YOU Clementine for your dedication and
commitment to helping our surrounding

communities when we need help the most!
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Adventures Happy Hour -Parent and staff evening
Throughout Term One, Adventures staff were focused on developing supportive relationships
with our new families and children and continuing to strengthen bonds with our existing
families and children. As we know, the year started in a blur of Omicron, meaning that we
were minimising our contact time with parents during drop off and pick up, separating our
groups of children to again minimise potential exposure within the Centre and following and
adhering to our strict COVID 19 policies and procedures.
This led to many discussions within our team about how to network and connect within the
community, boosting moral and positivity, as well as reaching out to our families to let them
know they’re doing great. What better way to connect with each other than to host an
‘adult only’ evening where staff and parents can mingle and share advice, build and
strengthen relationships and discover other perspectives, cultures, values, and ideas. Over
the remainder of the year, we will continue to host these informal ‘Happy Hour’ evenings, to
further strengthen and foster our relationships, focus on supporting our families and enjoy
each other’s company! It was wonderful to see parents and staff bonding and
communicating outside the workspace. Please continue to share your ideas and feedback
with our staff!
We look forward to holding our next social event!
Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and the Community
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Hills Parenting Expo – Helping Children
Thrive
On Saturday 26th February, Adventrues Preschool and Long Daycare
had the fabulous opportunity of participating in the Hills Parenting
Expo held at Beecroft-Pennant Hills Uniting Church just up the road, on
the corner of Boundary Rd and Bellamy Street, Pennant Hills.
The objective of this expedition was to provide parents and caregivers with opportunities to
network and strengthen their understanding of the resources in our community to better
assist in navigating through the hardest, yet most important and enjoyable job in the world.
Adventures Preshool & LDC along with 20 other local small businesses joined together to
assist families in gathering a wealth of resources on child-related sectors and services.
Amongst other preschools,parents and caregivers could
also find information on the local Boys Brigade, Local
Dance Schools, Speech Pathology specialists and social
and emotional wellbeing services that provides an easy
to use resource pack for little people to express big
feelings through age specific books, sensory kits and
more!
Whilst the wet wheather may have been a deterent to
some, a huge thank you is well deserved for our Pennant Hills team as well as the many
families from the community who came and said a friendly hello, get to know some of our
team a little better, ask questions and learn more about us as a Early Childhood Education
and Care Service.
We hope to continue doing our part as active members of
the community and continue to build a partnership with
Beecroft-Pennant Hills Uniting Church

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and the Community
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Katrina’s Favourite Recipe
Carrot, Date and Banana Bread
Ingredients
500g Wholemeal Self Raising Flour
1 Tsp Baking Powder
1 Tbsp Cinnamon
½ Tbsp Ginger
1 Tsp Nutmeg
½ C Sugar
1 ½ C Dates (cover with boiling water and puree)
1 Large Grated Carrot
1 ½ Large Bananas (mashed)
½ C Oil
2 Eggs
¼ C Chia seeds
1 ¼ C Milk
Method
1. Preheat Oven to 180°C
2. Mix wet ingredients together (milk, oil, eggs)
3. Mix dry ingredients
4. Combine dates to wet ingredients
5. Combine wet mixture with dry ingredients
6. Line 2 loaf tins
7. Bake for 40 minutes
8. ENJOY! 😊
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Staff qualifications

Taylan’s Favourite Recipe
Adventures Preschool Curriculum
Banana Chip Chocolate Cookies

Pre- Literacy
Numeracy
Fine Motor & Finger Gym
Creative Arts Curriculum
STEM & Resilience Building
Social and Emotional
Cultural Competence
Writing – Fundamental Skills
Fundamental Movement Skill
Protective Behaviours
Celebrating Australia Day
Embedding Aboriginal Perspectives
Coming soon:
Brave Safe Play / Nature Pedagogy
When you choose Adventures, you are choosing a preschool environment, a school readiness
program, for your child to thrive, learn and practice the essential skill building processes to
ensure they are confident and ready to journey into kindergarten.
Our Preschool Curriculum has been developed and continuously refined over the past 13 years
by our qualified Early Childhood Teachers, senior managers, and sector experts!
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What does the Adventures Preschool Program include?
Literacy:
Our Adventures Preschool literacy program was developed as a research initiative by Macquarie University,
grounded in scientific evidence-based best practice to lay a strong foundation for children learning to read including
Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, Comprehension and Vocabulary.

Language/communication:
Adventures focuses on extending children’s existing vocabulary, articulating thoughts and ideas, pronouncing
complex words, speaking in full sentences, answering/asking questions, using appropriate tone, volume and inflection
when speaking, understanding meaning from different tones, recalling, and describing memories, following more
complex instructions from teachers, using language through literacy and music, and understanding conversational
cues, including active listening.

Second Language:
Adventures Preschool offer children lessons in learning a foreign language. In early brain development, learning a
second language boosts problem-solving, critical-thinking, and listening skills, in addition to improving memory,
concentration, and the ability to multitask. Children proficient in other languages also show signs of enhanced
creativity and mental flexibility.

Numeracy:
Our in-house developed Numeracy Program includes elements of number, spatial understanding, patterns and
ordering, comparing, chance and data, predicting and estimating, counting, measurement, time and representing
mathematical ideas.

STEM:
Developed in-house our STEM Program includes science, technology, engineering, and mathematical challenges to
build problem solving skills and resilience in young children.

Creative Arts:
Also developed in-house by Early Childhood Teachers and includes visual arts, music, dance, and drama to help
children express themselves through different types of media.
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Protective Behaviours:
A collection of research-based learning materials from recognised authorities to help children develop skills and
attitudes towards protecting themselves. The program includes personal protective behaviours, water safety, road
safety, sun protection, health and hygiene, online safety, and IT safety.

Fine Motor:
Our comprehensive Fine Motor curriculum aims to guide children to use their fingers to control and manipulate small
objects successfully. As much academic learning in kindergarten involves the use of tangible objects, strong fine
motor control ultimately affects those higher order thinking skills. Our Fine Motor Program has 4 essential elements
including posture control, touch perception, hand muscles and finger muscles and bilateral coordination. We also
focus on efficient pencil grasp & sitting postures, hand strengthening, hand dexterity, tripod fingers and arches, wrist
exercises, thumb exercises, writing skills, scissor and cutting skills.

Writing Fundamentals:
Our inhouse Writing Fundamentals guide compliments our Fine Motor Curriculum and reinforces children’s skills to
develop efficient writing habits. Our teaching guide focuses on posture, core strength, coordination, hand-eye
coordination, pencil grip, crossing the midline, hand dominance, visual perception (including Eye-hand coordination,
visual discrimination, position in space, visual memory, visual motor integration.

Physical Activity:
Adventures Preschool implements the NSW Health Munch and Move program which focus on fundamental
movement skills including stability, locomotor, and manipulative Skills. These broad terms include developing the
‘gross motor’ skills needed for, stretching, bending, twisting, balancing, jumping, running, galloping, hopping, leaping,
side sliding, catching, underarm rolling, stationary dribbling, striking a stationary ball, kicking and overarm throwing.

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Perspectives:
An inhouse compilation of resources and teaching guides to ensure the perspectives of indigenous Australians are
respected and represented in a holistic manner. The guides include suggestions for embedding Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander perspectives in all curriculum areas. The program encourages young children to combat stereotypes
and biases and develop cultural competence.

Social and Emotional:
Underpinning every interaction, for every child in their preschool experience is a strong focus on social and emotional
development. These learning and teaching moments happen spontaneously throughout the day to provide valid
context to the intentional teaching behind them. Programs sourced to support this teaching and learning includes
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PaLS (Playing and Learning to Socialise), and Kimochi (a technique to help children deal with feelings and find ways
to express a broad range of emotions).

Transition to School:
Opportunities to experience “big school” routines and environments are embedded into the program particularly in
Term 3 and Term 4. These are planned for children to develop a sense of familiarity and an understanding of what to
expect when they start school. The types of experiences we offer include literacy visits to local schools, independently
managing lunch boxes and mealtimes while at school, oral and auditory activities to build confidence speaking in
front of a group and listening while other adults and children are presenting. Excursions for our older children also
help them understand how excursions will take place in and have existing skills to stay safe when outside the usual
setting.

Coming Soon:
Brave & Safe Outdoor Play / Nature Pedagogy
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Delivered through play!
While our Preschool Curriculum is very strong, its true value lies with the teachers who
implement our programs.
Adventures Preschool has eight (8) University trained/training Early Childhood Teachers at its
West Pennant Hills service and an additional eight (8) Early Childhood Teachers at our
Pennant Hills service. Teaching through play is well researched, evidence based and widely
accepted as the best practice for delivery of Preschool Programs.

How has the Adventures Preschool
Program been developed?
Our curriculum has been developed and continuously improved over the past 13 years by
qualified Early Childhood Teachers, senior managers, and sector experts. Our program has
consistently received high praise from our local schools and parents of former Adventures
pre-schoolers. Part of our review process includes research into contemporary Early
Childhood learning practices and theories and, modifications to DET Curriculum.
Nerrilee Lysaght (Approved Provider/Director) has qualifications in both Kindergarten-Year 6
teaching and the Early Childhood Education sector which has served to ensure a strong
transition between the Adventures Curriculum and the Department of Education School
Curriculum. To compliment this, many of the teaching staff at Adventures also hold degrees
in Early Childhood Education and some have the double degree in K-6 Education.

Teaching and Learning through Play

